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It is demonstrated that the following problems are NP complete: 
(1) Given words w and w,, wz ,..., w,, is w in the shuffle of w,, w 2,-r w,? 
(2) Given words w and v, is w in the iterated shuffle of v? 
From these results we show that the languages {%w$w”: WE {a,b)*)@, lJ,,,,,,,.(%w)@, 
(ab”cde’f: n > O}@, and {a ““b”c”f”: n 2 O)@ are NP complete, where @ denotes the iterated 
shuffle. By representing these languages in various ways using the operations shuffle, iterated 
shuffle, union, concatenation, intersection, intersection with a regular set, non-erasing 
homomorphism and inverse homomorphism, results on the complexity of language classes 
generated using various subsets of these operations are obtained. Finally, it is shown that the 
iterated shume of a regular set can be recognized in deterministic polynomial time. 
I. IN~i700~Crr0~ 
The operations of shuffle and iterated shuftle have been used by numerous 
researchers to describe sequential computation histories of concurrent programs 
[ 1, 8, 10-12). Recently, there has been some investigation into the language 
generating power of the operations of shuffle and iterated shuffle, when used in 
combination with the more conventional operations of union, concatenation, Kleene 
star, intersection, intersection with a regular set, non-erasing homomorphism and 
inverse homomorphism [4-6,9, 131. Jantzen [5,6] has obtained numerous represen- 
tations of the recursively enumerable languages and of the homomorphic images of 
the computation sequence sets of petri nets as the closure of various elementary 
language classes under certain combinations of the above operations, but allowing 
arbitrary homomorphisms or other forms of erasing via cancellation. On the other 
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hand, it is clear that the class NP is closed under the fundamental set of operations 
listed above, in which we have omitted the non-erasing homomorphism and all forms 
of cancellation. Thus the language classes generated from the finite languages using 
these length preserving operations will be subsets of NP. Jantzen’s results using 
nonerasing homomorphisms leave it unclear at which point, if any, the languages 
generated using these operations become intractable. 
In this paper we will be concerned with distinguishing those language classes 
generated by various combinations of the above operations which are recognized in 
deterministic polynomial time from those that contain NP complete languages. 
Intuitively, the operations of shuffle and iterated shuffle are natural candidates for 
producing the kind of “hiding of information” which generates NP complete 
languages. This intuition is borne out in what follows. 
In Section II we give a small set of definitions. Then in Section III we present two 
basic NP complete problems. In the first, we are given a word w and words 
wr, w2 ,..., w, and we ask whether w is in the shuflle of the words w,, w, ,..., w,. This 
problem remains NP complete even if all words w,, We,..., w, are identical, which 
yields a second NP complete problem: for two words w and u, the problem of 
whether or not w is in the iterated shuffle of u is NP complete. 
Using the above NP complete problems we show in Section IV that 
{$w$w: w E {a, b}*)@, {%W$W% w E (a, b)“)@, u (%w)@, (ab”cde”f: n > O}@ 
wcla,bl* 
and {a “+‘b”c”d”: n > O)@ are NP complete, where @ denotes the iterated shuflle. 
Because of their simple structure, the last two languages can be expressed using 
various subsets of our fundamental set of operations. Hence we are able to use these 
languages to explore the complexity of the language classes generated by closing the 
finite sets under certain subsets of these basic operations. For instance, 
* {ab”cde”f: n > O}@ = ({UC& be}@n ub*cde f) 0, hence the closure of the finite 
languages under iterated shuffle and intersection with a regular set contains NP 
complete languages. A summary of the complexity results of this type is given in 
Table I. 
We conclude Section IV by exploring the effect of alphabet size on the complexity 
of the problems and languages we have considered. Basically, we show that two 
letters are enough to produce the degree of complexity achieved using larger 
alphabets. 
We note that Jantzen [6] has shown that {ub”cde”f: II > O}@ is not a member of 
the subset of deterministic polynomial time languages accepted by real time one-way 
multi-counter machines. We show that this language is NP complete, thus we would 
expect that in fact (ub”cde”f: n > O}@ is not in 9 at all. 
This language also demonstrates that the iterated shuffle of a linear language can 
be NP complete. In Section V we give a deterministic polynomial time algorithm for 
the iterated shuffle of an arbitrary regular language. Using this result we show that 
the class Shuf, defined by Jantzen [5,6] as the closure of the finite languages under 
the operations of union, shuttle, and iterated shuffle, is contained in .9. We also show 
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that the closure of the finite languages under any pair of operations consisting of 
iterated shuffle and one operation in the set {intersection, non-erasing 
homomorphism, inverse homomorphism, union, and Kleene star} is contained in .P. 
It remains open whether or not this is the case for the operations of iterated shufIle 
and concatenation.’ We suspect that in fact the class SE, obtained by closing the 
class of finite sets under the operations union, concatenation, Kleene star, shulfle, and 
iterated shufl’le, is contained in 9. This class has been examined in several papers 
including [6,8, 121, usually being presented as the class of languages obtained by 
extending the regular expressions to include the operations of shuffle and iterated 
shuflle. The complexity of these “extended regular languages” remains a primary 
open problem in this area. 
II. DEFINITIONS 
Several different symbols for the operations shuffle and iterated shuffle have been 
used in the literature (see, e.g., [5, 10, 121). We use the symbol 0 for shuffle and @ 
for iterated shuffle, following Shaw [ 121, because they correspond nicely to the 
operations concatenation a and Kleene star *. Formally, we have the following 
definitions: Given a finite alphabet Z and words v, w E Z*, we define 
@‘{A}, wi+l=w@@, 0 and w@, fi Wm. 
i=O 
Given words w,, w2 ,..., wk E C*, we define n:=, wi= w,w2 a.. wk and @fEI wi = 
Wl 0 wz a .a+ 0 wk. We will extend the above operations from strings to languages 
in the usual manner. 
All the polynomial reductions of our paper are reductions from the following NP 
complete problem: 
3-Partition 
Given: a sequence of natural numbers S = (n,: 1 < i < 3m) such that B = 
(CiE, nJm E n\i and for each i, 1 < i Q 3m, B/4 < ni < B/2. 
Question: Can S be partitioned into m disjoint subsequences S, ,..., S, such that 
for each k, 1 Q k < m, S, has exactly three elements and CnPS n = B. This was the 
first problem proven to be NP complete in the strong sense [2, 31: Thus it remains NP 
complete when the n, are given in unary notation, which will be essential for our 
paper. The number B above will be referred to as the bound for S and the partition of 
S described above will be called a 3-partition. 
’ Jantzen [7] recently proved this class to be in 9. 
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III. Two NP COMPLETE PROBLEMS 
In this section we will demonstrate how the shuffle operation can be used to 
perform the partitioning and addition required to determine if a given instance of 3- 
partition has a solution. Our goal is to derive two fundamental NP complete 
problems involving the shuffle operation from 3-partition. First, we present a few 
properties of the shuffle operation which will be used extensively in this paper. 
LEMMA 3.1. Given a finite alphabet Z containing the symbols a, 6, and c, the 
words v, x, w, w,, w, ,..., w, E Z*, and natural numbers n, n,, n, ,..., n,, for some I > 0, 
where x does not begin with a, b, or c and wi does not begin with c, for i: 1 < i < 1, 
then 
(i) akbnckw E x 0 Of=, ab%w, u there exist distinct indices j,,..., j, such 
that n = C:=l nj, and w E x 0 (@!T=, wj,> 0 @f= I,ig,j ,,,..., ikj ab”‘cw,. 
(ii) a”c*w E x @ Of=, a’Ww, o there exist distinct indicies j, ,..., j, such 
that n = Cf=I nj, and w E x 0 (@:=1 wj,> @ @f=l*ig(j,,.,.,j,) a”?‘iw,. 
(iii) a”+‘c”w E x 0 Of=, a”‘+ ‘c’%vi e there exists an index k such that 
nk = n and w E x 0 @izl,ifk a”f+‘c”fwi. 
Proof: (i) The words w,, wz ,..., w, do not start with the symbol c. Therefore, to 
account for the a’s and c’s, the prefix akbnck of akbnckw must be formed by shuftling 
exactly k prefixes of the ab”?wts of the form ab”ic and the result follows. 
(ii) Since the wi’s do not start with c, the prefix a”?’ of a”c”w has to be created by 
shuming prefixes of the a”Vfwi’s of the form apcq, p > q > 0. Since n a’s are needed 
followed by an equal amount of c’s only prefixes of the form aPcP can be used and 
the result follows. 
(iii) To get the prefix a”“~” of a”“$‘~, prefixes of the a”i”c”iwi’s of the form 
apcq, p > q 2 0, have to be shuffled. Since there is only one more a than c in a*+ ‘c” 
at most one prefix can be used. 1 
LEMMA 3.2. Let S = (ni: 1 < i < 3m) be an instance of 3-partition with bound B. 
The following are equivalent: 
(i) S has a 3-partition, 
(ii) (a3bBc3)” E @,“E, ab”ic, 
(iii) (asbB), E @fz, anib”‘. 
ProoJ It is easily seen that (i) * (ii) and (i) z- (iii). We simply merge using the 
shuffle operation each of the m triplets guaranteed by the partition to obtain the 
desired word. To see that (ii) 3 (i) we argue by induction on m. The case m = 1 is 
trivial. If w = a3bBc3(a3bec3)“’ E @Ji= ‘(yt I) ab”ic for some S = (ni: 1 < i ,< 3(m + l)), 
an instance of 3-partition with bound B, then the initial a3bBc3 of w must be the 
result of shuffling exactly three words from (ab”ic: 1 ( i < 3(m + 1)). This follows 
directly from Lemma 3.1(i). Thus the remaining suffix (a3bBc3)m of w is formed by 
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shuffling the remaining 3m ub’Vs. By hypothesis then, these remaining n;s have a 3- 
partition. Hence the entire sequence S has a 3-partition and the inductive step is 
complete. The proof that (iii) +- (i) is similar. Assuming that aBbB(aSbB)” E 
@J;:;+ ” a”ib”i for S, B as above, again the initial aBbB must be obtained from 
shuftling some words from T = (u”ib”i: 1 < i < 3(m + 1)). Here we use 
Lemma 3.l(ii). The fact that in any instance of 3-partition we require that 
B/4 ( n, ( B/2 for all i implies that we must shuffle exactly three words from T to 
obtain the initial aBbB. Our result then follows by induction as above. m 
As an immediate consequence of Lemma 3.2, we have 
THEOREM 3.1. Given a finite alphabet C = {a, b, c} and words w, w, ,..., wk E C*, 
the problem of whether or not w E GiJf= , wi is NP complete. 
Proof We use Lemma 3.2 to encode an instance of 3-partition into the above 
problem. Since 3-partition is strongly NP complete, we can assume the numbers are 
given in unary notation, thus the transformation will be polynomial. I 
The above problem remains NP complete when we restrict ourselves to the case in 
which all of the w:s are identical. To demonstrate this, we will use the set 
@;!!!l(~;:l a b”‘c) in place of the simpler set GiJ~~, ab”ic used in Lemma 3.1. The 
essence of our argument is contained in 
LEMMA 3.3. Given a sequence of words T= (ub”‘c: 1 < i < 3m); let 
i 3m 
ui = n ub”kc and vi = n ub’kc, for 1 < i < 3m, 
k=l k=i 
w=u 3m = v, = fi ub”‘c, 
i=l 
3m-1 3m 
P= n ui and q= n vi. 
i=l i=Z 
Then for any B, p(u3bBc3)“q E w 3m zfl(a3bBc3)” E @:Z, ub”fc. 
Proof The “if’ part of this proof is very simple. We form the p and q of 
p(u3bBc3)“‘q by collecting the proper prefixes and suffixes of each of the copies of w, 
in each case leaving one string of the form ub”ic for a different i to contribute to 
(u3bBc3)“‘. The sequence of middle words obtained in this way will be T, which by 
hypothesis will shuffle to form the desired word (u3bBc3)“‘. To see that the “only if’ 
part holds, we notice that every subword of p(u3bBc3)“q the form ukb*ck for 
k E { 1,3) must have come from exactly k subwords of the form ab*c, each from a 
different copy of w. This follows from Lemma 3.1(i). Since p(u3bBc3)mq E w@, a 
total of 3m copies of each ub”‘c are involved. p and q consume exactly 3m - 1 copies 
of each ub”ic for 1 Q i < 3m, leaving exactly one copy of each ab”ic to be shuffled 
together to form the middle word (u3bBc3)“. Thus (a3bBc3)” E @i!JI ab”ic. 1 
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Using this lemma, we obtain a second NP complete problem. 
THEOREM 3.2. Given a finite alphabet Z= {a, 6, c) and words w, v EC*, the 
problem of whether or not v E w@ is NP complete. 
ProojI Using Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3, given an instance of 3-partition S = (ni: 
1 < i < 3m) with bound B we can find words w and v such that v E +&!?I iff S has a 
3-partition. Thus we can reduce 3-partition to the above problem. 1 
IV. NP COMPLETE LANGUAGES AND THEIR REPRESENTATIONS 
Each of the NP complete problems from Section III has the form: given a word 
and a simple language, is the word contained in the language? In this section we will 
exhibit fixed languages that contain within them encodings of one of the problems 
from the previous section. Thus we will convert the problem of membership in which 
both the word and the language are variable, into the problem of membership in a 
fixed language. Our basic technique is demonstrated in our first lemma. 
LEMMA 4.1. Given words v and w over some finite alphabet C not including the 
symbols % and 4, the following are equivalent: 
(i) WE v@, 
(ii) (%~e)~wE {$x~x:x~Z*}@and~w~=k~v[, 
(iii) (!$v~)~w~ E {%x$xR:x E X*}@ and IwI = k Iv1 (where wR indicates the 
reverse of the word w), 
(iv) %v$~w E iJX,,(%x)@ and I WI= k I u 1. 
Proof: Obviously (i) =P (ii), we simply shuffle k copies of %uev by collecting the 
prefixes %ue in the front and shuffling the suffixes v to form w. We show that 
(ii) * (i) as follows. Since v and w do not contain the letters % and 4, (%v$)~w E 
{$x$x: x E C*}@ implies that ($z$)~w E @f=, %xi$xi for some x, ,..., xk E Z*. Thus 
(%v$)~ E @:=, $ x, xl, w .c ! h ere xi is a prefix of xi for i: 1 < i < k. Let xi = xfx! for all 
i and assume that xf is not null for some i. Then Cf=, (xi\ + Ixf 1 > Cf= 1 1 XI / which 
implies that k Iv I > I WI. Therefore each xi is null. It follows that xi = v for all i: 
l<i,<k,andthuswEv@. 
The proof that (i) u (iii) is very similar to (i) tj (ii). (i) =P (iv) is obvious, since if 
w E v@, !lMkw E (%v)@. To show that (iv) G- (i) we note that if fGkw E ($xX)@ for 
some x, then the prefix %v of %v$~w must be a prefix of %x. Further, %v$~w has 
k + 1 $‘s, hence %v%~w E (%~)a. Th us since ) w ( = k 1 v 1, v must equal x, and w must 
arise from shuMing the remaining k copies of v. m 
THEOREM 4.1. The languages {%w+w: w E (a, b, cl*}@, (%w+w”: w E (a, b, c)*)@, 
and U wE,a,b,c,.(~x)O are NP complete. 
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Proof: This follows from Theorem 3.2 and Lemma 4.1. 
In the languages of Theorem 4.1, w is a word of 
Corollary 4.1 (proven later) shows that two letters suffice. 
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a three-letter alphabet. 
In Theorem 4.2 we will employ our techniques for converting a variable language 
membership problem into a fixed language membership problem to the problems 
considered in Lemma 3.2. 
THEOREM 4.2. The languages (ab”cde”f: n > O}@ and (a”’ ‘bncndn: n > O}@ are 
NP complete. 
ProoJ We claim that given natural numbers B, Iti,..., n3n the following conditions 
hold: 
(1) (d3eBf3)” E Cj#!JY1 deny- 
w1 = niz, ab”ic)(d3eBf3)m E (ab”cde”f: n > O}? 
(2) (cBdB)” E @;!$ Cd”’ o 
w2 = (nfzl a”it’b”i)(cBdB)“’ E {ant’bncnd”: n > O)? 
The forward implications are obvious, we need only select the sets L, = 
{ab”icde”y: 1 < i < 3m) and L, = {ani’lb”Vid”i: 1 < i < 3m) from (ab”cde”f: n > 0} 
and {a ‘+‘bnc”d”: n > O} and shuffle them together as proscribed in w, 
and w2, respectively. To prove the reverse implication for (l), assume that 
w1 E (i?Ji= 1 abkicdekff for some k, ,..., k, E N. Since w, contains 3m a’s, I = 3m. Using 
Lemma 3.1(i) iteratively, we can show that (ki,..., k,) is a permutation of (n, ,..., n3,,,) 
and (d3eBf3)” E @i!J’, dekx which establishes the result. The reverse implication for 
(2) is proved in a similar manner using Lemma 3.l(iii). 
Now using this claim along with Lemma 3.2, we see that we can reduce an 
instance of 3-partition to a question of membership in the language 
(ab”cde”f: n > O}@ or {ani’bncnd”: n > O}@. Hence these languages are NP 
complete. 1 
The language {a “+lb”c”d”: n > O}@ is an interesting borderline case. The extra “a” 
provides the minimal amount of asymmetry needed to determine the number of words 
from {a ‘+‘b’c”d”: n > 0} shuffled in forming a word from {an+‘b”c”d”: n > O}@. We 
could easily replace the extra “a” with a special marker %, i.e., the language 
(%anb”c”d”: n > O}@ is also NP complete. On the other hand, the corresponding 
symmetric language {a”b”c”d”: n > O}@ reduces to (abed)@, which we will show can 
be recognized in deterministic polynomial time (Theorem 5.1). 
Owing to their simple structure, the languages from Theorem 4.2 are of central 
importance in obtaining results on the power of the operation of iterated shuffle, when 
used in conjunction with other basic language operations. We will consider the 
complexity of various classes of languages generated by taking the closure of the 
finite languages under subsets of the operations shuflle, iterated shuffle, union, 
concatenation, Kleene star, intersection, intersection with a regular ‘set, non-erasing 
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homomorphism, and inverse homomorphism, denoted 9 @, +, ‘, *, n, nR, h, h-‘, 
respectively. Thus all our language classes will be contained in NP. On the other 
hand, without iterated shuffle the languages generated are always regular, since the 
regular languages are closed under all of the remaining operations. 
Our next theorem gives numerous sets of operations which can be used to generate 
NP complete languages from finite sets. The examples of NP complete languages 
given will include some of those given above, along with a few variations on these 
languages, including {%(u~)“(~~)~(c~)>“(~~)~: n > 1 )@, {ab”cd”ef”g: n > O}@ and 
{Gub”(cd)“e”j: n > O}@. It can be easily demonstrated that these languages are NP 
complete using the techniques from Theorem 4.2. Before giving the theorem, we prove 
a few useful technical lemmas. 
LEMMA 4.2. For-any k> 1, (a,&, . . . aka,)@na,a, . . . ukEk Q (&,a, . . . G,p,)@= 
((u,ci,)” -** (u,qJ”: n> 1). 
Proof: This result follows from a simple counting argument involving the ratios 
of overbarred and nonoverbarred letters in any word in the given intersection. The 
essence of the argument is given in the proof of Corollary 3.1 partfof [6], so we will 
not repeat it here. I 
LEMMA 4.3. Let Z = {a, ,..., Q+, ) for some k > 0 and let h : I=* -+ .??* be the 
homomorphism defined by h(u,) = 5,) h(u,,+ ,) = ciZk, h(u,i) = &&_, for 
i: 1 < i < k and h(u,,+ 1) = 6,i6,i+, for i: 1 < i < k. Let L, = h-‘((6, ..a &)@)n 
u,(Z - {a,})* and let L, = {ulu~u3u~u, ea. u,~_,u&~+,: n > 0). Then L, = L,. 
Proof. First, assume that we are given w=ulu~u3 ...u~~_,u!~~u~~+, E L,. 
h(w) = ci,(~,u,)“(~,a;) ... (a,k-za;k_,)(~,,~,k_,)“a,, = (ala,)“+’ *.a (a,k_ld,J”+’ 
E (4 .*a a,,)@. Hence w E h-‘((a, ... l&J@). Obviously, w E a, (C - {a 1 }) *, hence 
wEL,. Thus L,cL,. 
Now, assume that we are given w=u,xEL,. Since h(u,) = a,, 
h(x) E 6, . - . ci,, 0 0;: 1 c, *. . a,, for some n > 0. u2 and u3 are the only letters in 
- - 
C - (a, } whose images under h begin h, or E, . Since h(q) = E, ci, and h(u,) = u2 u3, 
there must exist m: 0 < m < n such that x = $a, y, where h(y) E & .e. cizk 0 
@Y!, 5, 4.. a;&@;QQ, *** 62,. However, since y E (C - (a, })*, 5, occurs in 
h(y) only if u2 occurs in y, in which case ai occurs immediately proceeded by az, 
- - because h(u,) = u2u1. But every occurrence of 5, in h(y) is proceeded by some 
occurrence of 6,, and thus no 6, can occur in h(y). This implies that n - m = 0, 
I.e., x=&y and h(y) E ti4 *a a ci,, 0 @y=, ii, a e. a,,. In this case y E 
(Z - {a,, u2, u3))* and u4 and a, are the only letters in C - {a,, u, , a,} whose 
images under h begin with 5, or 5,. Hence we can repeat the above argument. 
Continuing in this manner, it is apparent that x= u;uJ ... u&uzk+,, and thus 
wEL,. HenceL,=L,. 1 
LEMMA 4.4. Let A =ZU {$}, where % 6Z Z. Then for any L CA*, if& n %Z*)@ 
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is NP complete, then there exists an alphabet P and a non-erasing homomorphism 
h: A* + r* such that (h(L n (A* - Zt )))@ is NP complete. 
Proof: Let r = A U {$}, where $ & A. Let h be the homomorphism defined by 
h(%)=@ and h(a)= f a or aEZ. Let T=(h(Ln(A*-Z+)))@n$*A*. Since all 
nonempty words in A” - Z+ contain an occurence of $ and h is non-erasing, T = 
lJ,“=, $m(L n !fX*JF 
Now assume that there is a deterministic polynomial time algorithm for T. Since 
w E (17. n %Z*)@ if and only if $“w E T for some m: 0 < m < 1 WI, we can easily 
convert this algorithm into a deterministic polynomial time algorithm for 
(I, n %Z*)? Since this language is NP complete, it follows that T is NP hard [3]. 
Since T is obviously in the class NP, it follows that T is NP complete. Finally, since 
T is NP complete, it follows that (h(L n (A * - 2’ )))@ is NP complete. u 
THEOREM 4.3. There exists a finite alphabet C such that the closure of the class 
of finite languages in C* under each of the following sets of operations contains NP 
complete languages: 
(1) {O, nR 1, 
(2) any set in {@} x (0, .} x {n,h,h-I} or (@} x {n) x (h,h-‘} and 
(0, h, h-‘}. 
Proof. (1) This’ follows from the fact that ({$, abcd}@n %a*b*c*d*)@= 
{%a”b”c”dn: n >, O}@. (See Theorem 4.2 and comments following.) 
(2) For each of the nine sets of operations listed we give an example of an NP 
complete language generated from finite sets using these operations. Detailed 
verification of the examples is left to the reader. 
(i) {O, ., n). 
(a . (abcd)on a@ . b@ . c@ . dQ)@ = {a”+‘b”c”d”: n > O}@. 
(ii) (0, 0, n). 
(($0 (atibbbcFdd)@) n ($aabbcc;ddQ (aabbbccdd)@))@ = (%(aa)“(bb)‘(cF)“(dd)“: 
n > 1 }@. This follows using Lemma 4.2. 
(iii) {O} x {Q, .} x {h-l). 
Let Z = (a, b, c, d, e,f, g) and let k: Z* -+ (EU { $ } } * be the homomorphism defined 
by k(a) = $a, k(b) = 65, k(c) = &F, k(d) = &, k(e) = &, k(f) = fi and k(g) =f Let 
0 be an operator in {a, .} and let L = $Cl(tib~?&~)@. Since every word in L contains 
exactly one occurrence of %, any word in k-‘(L) must contain exactly one occurrence 
of a. Since every word in L begins with either % or 6 and no word in the range of k 
begins with I?, every word in k-‘(L) must begin with a. Thus k-‘(L) = k-‘(L) n 
a(.Z - a)*. Let h be a homomorphism which is identical to k except that h(a) = 6. 
Since h and k are identical on C - {a}, it is easily verified that k-‘(L) n a(Z - a) * = 
h-‘((&d&@) n a@ - a)*. Hence k-‘(L) = h-‘((&dF~)@) n a@ - a)*. Since h 
is identical to the homomorphism given in Lemma 4.3 with a, b, c..., corresponding to 
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a,, uz, u3..., respectively, it follows that k-‘(L) = {ub”cd”ef”g: n > 0). Hence 
(k-‘(L)>0 is the NP complete language {ab”cd”ef”g: n > O}@. 
(iv) (0, h-‘, n}. 
Let Z and h be defined as in (iii). Let j: Z* + EC* be the homomorphism defined by 
.?(a) = a, I(x) =3, for x E Z- {a). Then (hP1((&@)@)r7 I-‘(&))@ = 
(h-‘((&~$)o) f7 u(Z - (a))*)@ = {ab”cd”ef”g: n > O)@, again using Lemma 4.3. 
(v) (0, h, h-l}. 
Again let C and h be defined as in (iii). Using Lemma 4.3, it follows that 
(h-i((&@)@) r‘l a@ - {a})*)@ = {ub”cd”ef”b: n > O}@ which is NP complete. 
Hence by Lemma 4.4 there exists a non-erasing homomorphism I such that 
(Z(h-‘((&Z@) n (c* - (Z - (a})‘)))@ is NP complete. However, h - ’ ((&d~~)@) 
L (C* - (Z - (a))+), hence (Z(h-‘((&&~)@)))@ is NP complete. 
(vi) (0, h,n). Let C= (a, b, c, d] and A =CU ($). 
Let L = {$,u8&&fd}@ n (%uEbbbcFdd, &zbbFccdd}@. Using Lemma4.2, it is easily 
verified that (L n $.Z*)@ = {$(ac7)"(b6)~(c~)"(dd)": n > l]@, which is NP complete. 
Hence by Lemma 4.4 there exists a non-erasing homomorphism h such that 
(h(L n (A* -c+)))@ is NP complete. However L 5 A* - Cf, hence (h(L))@ is NP 
complete. 
(vii) (01 X (0, .1 X ih1. 
Let C = {a, b, c, d, e,f} and let h: C* -+ (Z U 2) ’ be the homomorphism defined by 
h(u) = &z, h(b) = 6, h(c) = cd, h(d) = d, h(e) = e, h(f) =fl Let 0 be an operation in 
(0, . }. Let L = (h(aO (bce)@Of))@. To prove that L is NP complete we intersect it 
with the regular set R =ii*(ab*c)*(dc)*(d3e*f3)*f* and observe that LflR = 
L' n R, where L' = {cEzb”(cd)“e”‘: n > O}@. It suffices to show that L' n R is NP 
complete. To do this we use the following equivalence combines with Theorem 3.1: 
ti3”’ [fi ub”ic) (dc)““-3”(d3e”f”)m’3m E L' iff (d3eBf3)” E f$ de”% 
This completes the proof of Theorem 4.3. I 
The results of Theorem 4.3 are summarized in Table I. For each pair of operations 
in the set ., n R, 0, ~7, h, h-' an indication of the complexity of the languages 
generated using these operations in conjunction with iterated shuttle is given. The 
entry in the row and column for operations 0, and 0, indicates the complexity of the 
closure of the finite sets under the operations 0, 0,) and 0,. The entry “c” denotes 
the fact that the corresponding language class contains NP complete languages, while 
the entry “3” denotes the fact that all languages of this class can be recognized in 
deterministic polynomial time. (The latter results are obtained in Corollary 5.1 in 
Section V.) The entry “?” denotes the fact that it could not be shown that the 
corresponding language class contains NP complete languages nor that it is contained 
within 9. We leave it to the interested reader to extend the results of Theorem 4.3 to 
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TABLE I 
Operations C-JR 0 n h h-’ 
?” C ? C c C 
nR c C c C C 
0 -P C C C 
n 9 C C 
h / c 
h-’ P 
’ Jantzen [ 7] recently proved this class to be in .V. 
include language classes that can be described using the operations union, Kleene 
star, or any other interesting operation that does not involve cancellation. 
In most of our NP completeness results up to this point, we have relied on 
alphabets of size three or larger. It is obvious that with the alphabet C = {a), 
Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 do not hold, and that all languages generated from a* using the 
operations considered above, excluding h and hh’, are regular. The case in which C 
has just two elements remains unexplored. The possibility remains that there is some 
sort of complexity gap between alphabets of size two and three in the context of some 
of our iterated shuffle results. The following indicates that this is not the case. 
LEMMA 4.5. Given the alphabet A = {a,,..., ak} we define the homomorphism 
h:A*-+ {ab)* as h(a,)=a ‘+‘b’. Then for any languages L,, L, t A* we have 
(i) w E L? zr h(w) E (h(L 1))o, 
(ii) w E L, 0 L, #h(w) E h(L,) Q h(L,), 
(iii) w E L, + L, if h(w) E h(L,) - h(L,), 
(iv) w E L, + L, iff h(w) E h(L,) + h(L,), 
(v) wEL,nL, t@h(w)Eh(L,)nh(L,). 
ProoJ: (iii)-(v) follow from the fact that h is a code, i.e., the function 
h: A* + {a, b}* is injective. For parts (i) and (ii), it is obvious that if w E Ly then 
h(w) E (h(L,))@ and if w E L, 0 L, then h(w) E h(L,) 0 h(L,), we need only 
shuffle images of letters in A as units. For the reverse implications we use 
Lemma 3.l(iii) iteratively to “decode” a word in the range of h formed by shuflling 
smaller words from the range of h. I 
The “shuffle resistant” code defined in the above theorem can be used to reduce the 
size of the alphabet required for our results. 
COROLLARY 4.1. Theorems 3.1, 3.2, 4.1, 4.2 and the parts of 4.3 not involving 
the operations h and h-’ hold for Z = {a, b}. 
Proof. This follows directly from Lemma 4.5. 4 
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For example, the NP complete language {ab”cde”f: n > O}@ can be transformed 
into the NP complete language (uzb(u3b*)nu4b3u564(u6~s)na7bs: n > O)@, using 
Lemma 4.5. I 
V. LANGUAGE CLASSES CONTAINED IN P 
In Section IV, we have presented a variety of NP complete languages, each of 
which had the form L@ for some language L. In each case there is a strong structural 
relationship between the language L and the language {ww: w E Z*}. Each of the 
languages exhibits some kind of unbounded pairing or repetition along with markers, 
which in the simplest case reduces to counting as in {ub”cde”‘: n > 0). Hence there 
are NP complete languages among the iterated shuftles of linear languages. In 
Theorem 5.1 we consider the complexity of languages obtained from the iterated 
shuffle of regular languages. 
THEOREM 5.1. For any regular R, the language R@ can be recognized in deter- 
ministic polynomial time. 
Prooj Let us suppose we are given a tinte automaton A for the language R with 
k states, possibly nondeterministic, but without A-moves. To recognize a word 
w E R@, we imagine that we begin with a pile of pebbles placed in the start state of A. 
Each time we read a letter I from w, we must find a state q of A which has one or 
more pebbles in it, such that q maps with letter I to some state q’ in the automaton A. 
Upon finding such a state q, we remove a pebble from q and place it in q’. We claim 
that w E R@ iff there is a way to move some initial pile of pebbles while reading pi 
such that when we are finished, all the pebbles are in a final state. This follows since 
the movement of each pebble contributes one word from R, which is shuMed with the 
words obtained from moving the other pebbles. 
We will determine if w E R@, for M’ # 1, by computing all possible final pebble 
configurations for w. If 1 w 1 = n then we need to start with at most n pebbles in the 
start state. At any given time as we are reading a letter of w, there are at most n 
pebbles in any given state. Since A has k states, the number of possible intermediate 
pebblings of the automaton A is less than n k. Hence, we can keep track of all possible 
pebble configurations of A as we read w. Each time we read a letter from w we revise 
our list of possible configurations using O(n) time. Thus our total time is 
O(n . n”) = O(nkt ‘), which completes the proof. I 
COROLLARY 5.1. For any finite alphabet, the closure of the finite languages in 
C” under any set of operations in (0 } x (+, *, n, h, h--I ) is contained in .Y”, the 
class of all languages recognized in deterministic polynomial time. 
Proof: The following calculation rules are easily verified. For any languages L, T, 
L , 3.s.t L, CIZ* and homomorphisms h, : Z* + A* and h,: A* --f C*, 
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(i) (Lo + 7@>0 = (L + 7@)@ = (L + T)@, 
(ii) (L *)@ = (LB)* = (Lo)@ = L@, 
(iii) (of=, Ly)@= n;=, LF, 
(iv) (h;‘(L@))o = h;‘(L@), and 
(v) (h 1 (LB))@ = (h 1(L))? 
Using these rules, we can easily find a representation for any language in any of the 
above classes in which the applications of the operation @ do not appear nested. 
Hence the result follows from Theorem 5.1, using the elementary closure properties of 
the class .P. 1 
Following Jantzen [6], we make the following definitions: 
DEFINITION. Given a finite alphabet Z, we define the language class Shuf, as the 
closure of the finite languages over Z under the operations +, 0, and @ and the 
language class SE, as the closure of the finite languages over Z under the operations 
+, -3 *, 0, and 0. 
The class SE, is the class of languages definable by the shuffle expressions of [ 12 ] 
or the c-expressions of [8] over the alphabet Z. In [6] Jantzen shows that 
Shuf, YZ SE,, 1X( > 2, and he gives a representation for an arbitrary L E Shuf, as 
l_lrZ”=,Mia@ for finite Mi,NicZ*. A 1 anguage of the form R 0 So for regular 
sets R and S can be recognized in deterministic polynomial time by a simple 
extension of the algorithm of the previous theorem. Thus we have 
COROLLARY 5.2. For any finite alphabet Z, the class Shuf, is contained in ./P. 
The complexity of the class SE, for /Cl > 2 remains open, as does the complexity 
of any of the classes of languages generated by closure of the finite languages under 
any subset of the operations +, ., *, 0, and @ which includes both . and 0. We have 
not found any NP complete languages in the class SE, for any C, nor have we been 
able to exhibit deterministic polynomial time algorithms for any class of languages 
containing the finite languages, and closed under - and 0. Our hypothesis is that such 
polynomial time algorithms can be found, and indeed that SE, is contained in .4 for 
any’ C. 
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